SESSION-BY-SESSION CALENDAR FOR THE PARIS 2024
PARALYMPIC GAMES: AN EXHILARATING PROGRAM!
KEY POINTS
The Paris 2024 Paralympic Games will take place between 28 August and 8 September
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

22 Para sports on show (23 disciplines), totalling 549 competitions, distributed across
269 sessions
11 days of exhilarating competition (one day less than the Tokyo Games), which means a
more densely packed programme, filled with enjoyable experiences across multiple
disciplines
No competitions the day of the Opening Ceremony, 28 August, so that all the Para
athletes taking part have the opportunity to drink in this once-in-a-lifetime event
A strong start, with 11 Para sports on the agenda for the first day of competition (D+1),
Thursday 29 August 2024
A balanced programme throughout the duration of the Paralympics, with one of the team
sports (wheelchair rugby) concluding on day 5 of the Games, on Monday 2 September
A uniform competition format for team Para sports – with eight teams per competition –
for easier understanding
A global programme which is closer than ever to gender parity

Paris 2024 is unveiling the competition schedule for the Paralympic Games (28 August to 8
September 2024) which features a densely packed 11-day programme whereby 549 medal events
will be contested across 22 exhilarating Para sports. This schedule is the result of a lengthy
collaboration involving actors in the public domain, alongside Paris 2024 and the International
Paralympic Committee (IPC), the sporting movement and in particular, the International
Federations as well as the Olympic Broadcasting Services (OBS). The Interministerial Delegation to
the Olympic and Paralympic Games, and transport operator Île-de-France Mobilités, have been
important contributors to the discussions. The goal has been to ensure the best possible experience
for both the athletes and the spectators.
With no competition planned for 28 August so that all athletes can make the most of the Paralympic
Games Opening Ceremony, 11 days of sensational sport will begin on Thursday 29 August and finish
on Sunday 8 September, the day of the Closing Ceremony. There will be 269 competition sessions
with 3.4 million tickets on sale, the most ever for a Paralympic Games.
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Medals being won… from Day 1
There will be a very strong start to the Games: 11 out of the 22 sports will be contested on the very
first day of the competition, Thursday 29 August. The same day will see the first Paralympic
champions crowned in Para swimming, Para taekwondo and Para cycling (track).
The Para swimming and Para athletics events will be held across almost the entire length of the
Games. Track and field events in Para athletics will be held at Stade de France from 30 August to 7
September, with the finale, the Para athletics marathon taking place on 8 September, departing
from La Courneuve and finishing at Les Invalides. Para swimming events at Paris La Défense arena
will take place from 29 August to 7 September.
Weekends of wonder
The first weekend of the Games - Saturday 31 August and Sunday 1 September – will be packed with
sport, with competition in 16 sports taking place in two days.
Events in Para rowing and Para canoe will be concentrated across the two weekends. The purpose
of this arrangement is to lend greater visibility to these two sports and make it easier for numerous
spectators to get to Vaires-sur-Marne – the spectacular setting for these two competitions: from 30
August to 1 September for Para rowing; and from 6 to 8 September for Para canoe.
In addition, the competition format for the five team sports at the Games (blind football, sitting
volleyball, wheelchair basketball, wheelchair rugby and goalball) has been harmonised with eight
nations competing in each of the sport’s respective medal events.
A densely packed programme
The final day of competition Sunday 8 September, which will also be the day of the Closing
Ceremony, will climax with medal events in four sports – Para athletics marathon, wheelchair
basketball, Para canoe, and Para powerlifting.
Overall, the sporting competition is spread out over 11 days – one day less than the Tokyo Games –
meaning a packed programme with multiple disciplines to enjoy at each session. Competitions will
finish no later than 11.30pm each day.
The 549 events – spread across 269 sessions – will be held in awe-inspiring settings: Les Invalides for
Para archery; the Champ de Mars, at the foot of the Eiffel tower, for blind football, Para judo and
wheelchair rugby; and the grounds of the Château de Versailles for Para equestrian. These
spectacular surroundings, in addition to the densest ever competition schedule, will make for a
unique experience for everybody involved in the Games.
The Paris 2024 Paralympic Games will feature a record number of medal events and athlete slots for
women, as well as more competition opportunities for athletes with high support needs. The Games
will include a record 235 medal events for women, eight more than at Tokyo 2020. There will also
be at least 1,859 slots for female Para athletes, almost double the 990 women that took part at
Sydney 2000. The overall number of participating females could also increase further as there are
339 gender-free slots for the Games.
_____
The Competition schedule of the Paris 2024 Paralympic Games will be revealed in late 2022.
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* A session: a competition within a given timeslot at a specific site
** The day of the Opening Ceremony (D-0), Wednesday 28 August, is the reference point in drawing up the
schedules
Attached is the session-by-session events schedule for the Paris 2024 Paralympic Games. This provisional
schedule is subject to change, right up until the conclusion of the Games
About Paris 2024

The mission of the Olympic and Paralympic Games Paris 2024 Organising Committee, in accordance with the
host city contract signed between the International Olympic Committee (IOC), the Comité National Olympique
et Sportif Français (CNOSF – French National Olympic and Sporting Committee) and the Ville de Paris
municipal authorities, is to plan, organise, fund and deliver the Olympic and Paralmypic Games Paris in 2024.
The Olympic and Paralympic Games are the greatest sporting event in the world, with unparalleled media
impact. They bring together 10,500 Olympic athletes and 4,350 Paralympic athletes, respectively from 206 and
182 delegations, across five continents. They are watched by over 13 million spectators and 4 billion television
viewers across the world, across a total of over 100,000 hours of TV broadcasting. They are without equal in
sporting, economic and cultural events throughout the world, and this power helps to further their impact.
Set up in January 2018, Paris 2024 is headed by Tony Estanguet, 3-time Olympic champion and member of the
IOC. It is run by a Board of Directors, on which sit all the founding members of the project: the CNOSF, Ville de
Paris, the French Government, the Île-de-France regional authority, the CPSF, the Métropole du Grand Paris,
the Conseil départemental de Seine Saint-Denis, representatives of the local authorities involved in the
Games, civil society and corporate partners.
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